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LGBTQ+ STUDENT STATISTICS

More than half of
Transgender Youth

have Seriously
Considered Suicide

Why do your LGBTQ+ students need a GSA? Here are some statistics that demonstrate
the difficulties LGBTQ+ adolescents encounter.

1 in 4
Transgender
Youth have
Attempted

Suicide

2-7 Times
LGBTQ+ Youth are

more likely to
Attempt Suicide

LGBTQ+ youth report

OVERWHELMING
Harassment and

Rejection from

LGBTQ+ students
were more than 

2 Times*
as likely to be physically

assaulted at school

of LGBTQ+ Students
feel unsafe because of
their sexual orientation

of LGBTQ+
Students feel
unsafe due to
their gender
expression

*than their heterosexual peers

3 of 4 non-LGBTQ+
youth identify as
allies of LGBTQ+

youth

families

schools communities

faith communities

LGBTQ+ Youth who
Experienced School-
Based Harassment:

had
Lower
GPAs

were 3x more
likely than non-

LGBTQ+ peers to
miss school

Were 2x
more

likely to
not

consider
higher

education

16% of LGBTQ
youth of color,

and 8% of
white LGBTQ

youth are
homeless

42% of LGBTQ+
youth seriously

considered
suicide in the

past year

95% heard
negative remarks
about their sexual

orientation and
gender expression

at school

Some LGBTQ+
students reported

hearing statements
hostile to the

LGBTQ+ community
from FACULTY and
ADMINISTRATION

All students in
schools with

GSAs are more
accepting and
inclusive of all

forms of
diversity... ... not only in

terms of
gender and

sexuality, but
also diversity

of religious
beliefs, race,

and ethnicity.

than their non-LGBTQ+ peers

85% 43% 62%
of LGBTQ+ Students

Experience
Harassment and

Bullying at School Each
Year

Only 43% Reported
the Bullying

Incidents to a
Teacher or

Administrator

of Those who
Reported the

Incidents Stated that
Nothing was Done







Request LGBTQ+ professional
development training from your
administration and school district.
Enforce the school’s anti-bullying
policy.
Speak up every time you hear
students or staff use anti-LGBTQ+
language.
Wear attire sold by the GSA, like t-
shirts. That’s an easy way to show
LGBTQ+ students that you are an ally,
and help build a safer school climate.

Display your support in your classroom –
the Safe Space symbol, rainbow colors,
trans colors, non-binary colors, etc. 
Announce your preferred pronouns to
your class and in your email signature.
Announce GSA activities, such as
conferences or fundraisers, to your
classes. Encourage support of the GSA.
Speak inclusively to your classes (and all
students/staff) whether or not you believe
you are speaking to any members of the
LGBTQ+ community. First, you don’t know
if you are, or not. Second, you are
modeling behavior for all the other
students, and benefitting every student
they come into contact with.
Include LGBTQ+ issues in your curriculum.
Ensure your curriculum contains no
negative LGBTQ+ content, language, etc.
Have information available about LGBTQ+
resources in your community, such as
support groups, health clinics and hotlines.
Have accessible print materials related to
LGBTQ+ issues. Include information and
resources concerning name change and
gender change.
Be aware that not all LGBTQ+ students
want to be open, and support your
students where they are on their journey.

In the Classroom In the School as a Whole

Actions Allies can Take
Ways to be an ally to the

LGBTQ+ community every day

All the Time & Everywhere
Vote, and encourage your students to
vote when they are eligible.
Learn LGBTQ+ terminology, and use
it. Be willing to adapt as language
changes.
Be an outspoken advocate
everywhere you go.
Be aware of cis-normative and
hetero-normative systems, and work
to counter them.
Be aware that when kids (and adults)
come out, they are at their most
vulnerable, so be an especially
vigilant ally at that time.





Invite the faculty and
administration, to present
information to them about LGBTQ+
issues, and school-based concerns
Guest speakers on related topics:
lawyers, politicians, lobbyists,
health care workers, community
advocates, social media influencers
Discuss, model and teach
responses to anti-LGBTQ+ actions
and rhetoric in the school and the
community

The history of LGBTQ+ rights in the
United States and the world
History of inequality as a whole in the
United States and the world
The history of transgender rights and
how they have not always aligned with
LGB rights as a whole
The unique experience of being a queer
person of color
Media portrayals of the LGBTQ+
community, historically and currently
Book club: discussions of books
important to the LGBTQ+ community
LGBTQ+ people in history
Current legislation: how to read it; how
to advocate for (or against) it; the
legislative process
Current court cases, and how the legal
system serves as a check on legislation
Available services: clinics, hotlines,
support groups
Mental health awareness: signs to
watch out for, how to get help for
yourself or others
Multiculturalism: how gender, sexuality,
and race intersect

Suggested Topics

Education & Knowledge
How the GSA can plan a curriculum to share

knowledge of the LGBTQ+ community & history

Remember

When exploring LGBTQ+
history and issues, make sure
to encompass the entirety of
the community’s history, to

include that of bisexual, queer,
asexual, demisexual, and

transgender individuals, as well
as LGBTQ+ people of color.

GSAs which discuss issues of
racism help LGBTQ+ people of
color feel a sense of belonging

in the group.



Arrange the following at school: Ally Week,
No Name-Calling Week, Think B4 You Speak
(thinkb4youspeak.com); educate
administration, faculty, staff and student
what the weeks mean, and why.
Team with other school organizations,
including those concerning racial and
religious issues, to counter all forms of
oppression.
Celebrate LGBT History Month (October).
Ally with other groups to celebrate the entire
school culture. Celebrate Martin Luther King,
Jr. Day (January) and Black History Month
(February).

Educate administration and faculty on LGBTQ+
issues and school-based concerns, to advocate
for needed changes.
Educate administration and faculty on binary
gender concepts, and on issues of discrimination
and harassment of LGBTQ+ adolescents to
advocate for support.
Work on responses to anti-LGBTQ+
statements/actions by students, faculty, and staff.
It can be important to learn that anti-LGBTQ+
sentiment often stems from ignorance rather than
malice, and work to counter that ignorance with
information.
Educate peers about what LGBTQ+ students face
at school, to help change and improve school
culture, and student attitudes and behaviors.
Observe the Day of Silence (dayofsilence.org) in
the school (April); encourage students, faculty,
and administration to observe it as well, and share
its meaning.
Educate on and observe the Transgender Day of
Remembrance (November)
Have a Pride Prom
Work with administration and the school board to
educate about and challenge heteronormative
policies, such as gender-binary bathrooms, locker
rooms, dress codes, and gender-based
segregation. Bathrooms and locker rooms are
some of the most dangerous places on a school
campus for LGBTQ+ students, especially
transgender students.
Give classroom presentations on LGBTQ+ issues,
the experience of being LGBTQ+, why terminology
matters, etc.

In the School

Advocacy Ideas
How the GSA members can engage in

advocacy in the school and community

In the Community
Speak to public officials about LGBTQ+
issues to advocate for change.
Share information with faculty,
administration, and the student body on
current policy initiatives, legislation, and
court cases concerning LGBTQ+ issues.
Participate in community panel discussions
on LGBTQ+ issues.
Work to educate current and future educators on
LGBTQ+ issues in schools, through local colleges
and educator training through the district.
Lobby at the State Capitol (for instance,
during Lobby Day); lobby on behalf of (or
against) LGBTQ+-related legislation as the
legislation is being discussed by legislators

Be active with your school district’s school board. Know the agendas and policies, and suggest initiatives to improve

school climates. Team with other GSAs in the district, and elicit community support at school board meetings



Paint a diversity mural.
Celebrate Black History Month
Participate in a school-based
service project (painting lockers,
planting trees, passing out “You
Matter” stickers, …).

Put on a queer prom – make it
affordable, to avoid financial barriers
from preventing attendance (Hint: Seek
out community sponsors).
Host movie screenings.
Start a social media group to connect
outside of school.
Host a book club.
Have a “Bring a Friend” day, to
introduce new members to the club,
and expand your club’s school
associations. (Similarly, have a “Bring a
Teacher” day where each member asks
a teacher to join them at the meeting).
One GSA would take time for members
to share any “Big Gay Moments” they
had experienced since the past
meeting. These could be positive or
negative, but they were ways to
process notable events that occurred
outside the security of the group.
Send out flyers/invitations to teachers
and staff inviting them to your
meetings, to help build a structure of
support throughout the school – keep
the invites coming, even if people don’t
attend the first time, they might the
3rd, or 10th!

In the School

Build Support
How the GSA members can build a support

network in the school and community

In the Community

Attend GSA Regional Meetings and
Conferences
Have a GSA Field Day – arrange for
GSAs from all local/county schools
to meet up somewhere locally;
invite speakers, community
members, and representatives
from local LGBTQ+ organizations.
Provide a forum for engagement
with various community members
– LGBTQ+ and other issues of
privilege, diversity, politics.
Knowledge, advocacy, and
community support all intertwine
with this approach.
Represent your GSA in local pride
festivals and parades

Team with Other
Clubs to:



If members of your GSA
express a desire for small

group support, reach out to
your school mental health

professionals and
administration to make the
necessary arrangements.
Often these groups should

be limited in number in order
to allow for more personal

interactions.
 

Some GSAs designate
one meeting a month as
closed to non-members,

to allow for more open
discussions of issues.

Sometimes students will
need support with difficulties

beyond the peer and
community support regular
GSA meetings and activities

can provide. In these
instances, it’s important to be

able to reach out to school
psychologists or social

workers for additional mental
health assistance.

 
Not only do mental health

professionals serve as
important resources, they

can work with small groups
to facilitate discussions on
difficult issues and help the

adolescents develop
resilience, self-reflection,
and coping mechanisms.

Small Group Support
Ideas to Provide Small Group

Support to Members
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